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WHAT’S THE BEST MIX? 

 

The eternal bugaboo of marketers, right?  

No attempt is made in these pages to answer that issue…what these pages do is to 

present examples of how we might write various kinds of  content for you as though they were 

actual gigs…  

 
 

Sales Letter # 1. — DivvyHQ is targeting a list of Content Marketing Managers obtained 

from infoUSA, none of whom are among the company’s present clients. Divvy’s marketing 

team is considering the following sales letter to pour these prospects into their sales funnel…  

Note: This piece contains elements of flash fiction, a way of including a slice of 

human interest in the pitch. FLASH FICTION, as you likely know, is storytelling at its nano-

level— limited in scope and length and development but not on its point .Reason: to quote 
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Tom Farr, “More and more, as technology has unfortunately resulted in many people having 

shorter attention spans, writers are having to find new ways to communicate stories in a way 

that appeals to people who are used to reading short snippets of information on the small 

screen of their smart phones. Flash fiction is a medium that works perfectly in a low-attention 

span world.” 

 Have a look, see what you think… 

 

 

 

Mrs. Joan J. Joaner, Manager of Content Marketing 

XYZ  T-V STATION GROUP 

1010 Media Ave. / Suite 5050 

Dallas, TX  23456 

 

Dear Mrs. Joaner: 

Let Divvy HQ divvy up your workload. Get you rollin’ around Heaven all day…and 

all through the night, too. We’re 24/7…so that you can be, too… 

If you’re the one who has to make it all happen. The gal or guy where the “buck” stops 

and who salutes to the C-Suite…well, make no mistake, friend, we’ve got you covered. Divvy 

shows you the best ways to divvy up the workload. And, at any moment, it’ll show you all the 

metrics you need to track, exactly, what’s happening, how it’s faring, who’s assigned to get it 

done, and more…helping your entire team to… 

Do It Right!  

Do It On Time!  

Do It To The Customer’s Satisfaction! 

Job Done! 

We, at Divvy, can make life a lot easier for you and your company to conquer production 

snags. So that you always know what’s what, and what needs nudging along or even needs 

more octane, and then what’s ready to go to your clients. 

We repeat! On time! 

That’s our promise to you and we guarantee what we promise. That’s just one of the 

ways where we’ve got you covered. The numbers say this—when Divvy’s software is used, 

it’s as if you have an added brain assisting each member of your staff. No longer are there 

questions about who’s doing what, are they on schedule, and what and how to reschedule 

upsets and stoppages that’re bound to happen…as you certainly know… 

You’re the One Who Can Make These Nice  Little Miracles Happen! 

Keep On Top of the Action! Divvy Shows You What’s What, Minute by 

Minute…All You Do Is Press a Key Or Two… 
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Can we tell you about one manager we helped—Margot Murray, 36, very pretty, and 

very popular, and a whiz of an idea-cooker. She manages the Content Marketing Department 

at her company.  

She’s also been underwater almost half the time, when tracking, or trying to, the  

Marketing Communications Department’s workload—at any point in time, her department is 

processing 200 or more jobs for a slug of clients. Like doing a crossword puzzle in the dark 

of night…she was mired in a thicket of processing variables, which limited the time she could 

spend assessing the quality-of-output factors. QA was obviously important, even vital, in the 

client satisfaction equation. 

Margot is a trophy-type—very competent, very experienced. Recruited from Procter & 

Gamble, she’d been in the marketing trenches for over a decade now. Yet the department she 

ran, happily and lately quite unhappily, was throttled by a load of client gigs. The sales guys 

and gals beamed, loved it. She, at times, said a few things under her breath. 

What Margot worried about were the rafts of change requests from clients. With the 

newer challenges now that more than half of the department’s staff were working-from-home. 

With new platform developments…important ones…for Divvy’s product-line, representing, as 

they did, enticing upsale opportunities. The company’s CMO was pressing for a fresh look at 

their Content Marketing strategy. Okay, she knew their product-line cold. But integrating all 

these new features and benefits in the overall schema of the company’s marketing, and her 

part in it, was a daunting prospect, especially with all else she had on her plate. 

Stressed…oh, yes…Some nights, no sleep. Twice, she hadn’t heard the alarm clock, was 

consequently late for work. 

Margot was single, with three kids to raise: ages ten, eight, and six. Plus, her home 

needed repairs and someone (being her) to approve the work and answer the flood of questions 

bound to come at her from the workmen. She served on the Board of the local library, which 

whittled away at her time. Had PTA meetings. Soccer practice for her ten-year old, too. Same 

for her daughter, eight, a beginner at tennis. Doing the family shopping. Getting the meals 

cooked. Getting kids up and dressed and breakfasted on time to catch the school bus. 

Homework to check. Seeing a guy she liked.  

 

Endlessly bombarded! Time-choked! 

Sure, she has assistants—two of them, both savvy, both graduates of Northwestern’s 

Kellogg School of Business. Sharp ladies and nearly as exhausted as she is… 

Her department, at any given time, had at least 200 gigs underway, and was in peril of 

losing some of its time-sensitive clients. Thing is, the department still couldn’t keep up with 

all the client requests, changes and so on. Three complaints had streamed into the V.P. of 

Marketing’s office…and she’d been ordered upstairs to attend a very uncomfortable meeting.  
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Yes, she replied to one question, “She had enough staff. But every client order (gig) 

was like assembling a machine…a different machine…many, many variables because the 

products and services were unique to each client. One size fits all, didn’t work at all.  

What,” she asked at one point, “if MGM or Universal had 200 movies in production 

simultaneously? Not an entirely apt analogy,” she agreed, “but I’m just making the point. It 

gets crazy. And now with this virus thing, and so many working at home…well, I’m never off 

the phone…” 

The meeting ended on a glum note, making, Margot wonder: What, pray, if I lose my 

job? 

Then the Epihany  

Three days later, at a Chamber of Commerce lunch, she sat with two other members she 

knew quite well. Both were employed by the Kansas City office of McCann Worldgroup, a 

leading ad agency. One member was gabbing to the other about this life-saver program called 

Divvy, recently installed by their agency.  

Huh?  

When she thought about divvy, she recalled how years ago on Halloween she’d gone 

candy-begging with a gang of other kids, scampering through five full blocks of neighborhood 

homes till their bags were bulging with goodies. When arriving back at home, her mom would 

inspect the haul, instructing her to divvy up her treasure with her younger brother and sister. 

Margot was thinking Divvy! Divvy means share, doesn’t it?  

Even with those long-ago Halloween memories drifting about, Margot still bent both 

ears to what her luncheon companions were conferring about...this other Divvy. Breaking in 

at one point, Margot politely asked: “Who’s this Divvy anyway? Where’re they located? How 

do I talk with them? I’m in a mess…becoming a caffeine freak… ” 

Later, she connected with an account executive, Jon Hill, at Divvy. They were right here 

in Kansas City, only a half-mile distant from her office. She scheduled a demo, and three days 

later she thought manna had suddenly dropped out of the heavens. A true Godsend…that her 

Karma was blessing her.  

Here’s only a part of what Margo learned that day: 

First, the Content Marketing Institute, which annually ranks the multitude of competing 

programs available to marketers, scored Divvy as leader in four key categories of 

performance.  

Check ‘em out… 

✓ Content Marketing Tool (4th Straight Year) 

✓ Team Collaboration Tool 

✓ Project Management Tool 

✓ Social Media Analytics Tool 
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And You Know What Else? 

One powerful test of a product’s value is who’s using it? Here’re only a few household 

names Divvy counts among its valued clients. This, Margot knew, would get her her team’s 

support and trigger the CMO’s attention, too. 

Two thought-evoking smiles, then...one inside the other, widening her mouth.  

McDonald’s Pfizer Aflac Lowe’s Virgin 

ABInBev Fujitsu Bombadier Nat’l 

Geographic 

Mercedes Benz 

AUTODESK H & R Block Red Bull Olive Garden UL 

 

Big brands, yes? Major-leaguers using Divvy. They can afford the best, test it, decide on 

it, and continue to use it. Why? Simple! Because it delivers everything we baked into our 

platform that we’ve been years perfecting to be the best in content planning, processing the 

workflow timely, building team collaboration, gauging project status, and plenty more… 

That’s why Content Marketing Institute ranks us—at Divvy—the way it ranks us. Tops! 

We rock! 

And When It Comes to Getting the Job Done…Here’s What Three Managers ,Who 

Also Live in in the Combat Zone, Say… 

(Here, space for three Divvy testimonials) 

 

And then there’s this…  

So, Margot’s department, and especially herself, is witnessing a spate of flashing red 

lights. Too many variables, hurdles, constant worries. Exploring options, trying to dig her way 

out, she poses a question to HR, which tells her a Production Expediter’s base salary is about 

$60,000 yearly. Add in 28% more, or about $17,000 for benefits, etc. The pro-rated employee 

occupancy cost per company employee pencils out to yet another $500 each month, or $6.000 

more for office and parking space. 

Total: $83,000.  

Doable, Margot decided.  

But then a flash of fear spiked her. An expediter, if gauging the problems the way she 

saw them, might turn out to be a whip-cracking type. Not her style—not ever. Oh, she didn’t 

mind exhorting her cohorts, even criticizing them when called for. She made a point of doing 

it in private, however. Her staff was busting their butts, and these were valued human beings 

whom she’d carefully chosen, schooling them, and who worked Saturdays and Sunday when 

the chips were down.  
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What if the newbie—the as yet unknown expediter—upset the atmospherics by making 

like a boot-camp Drill Instructor? Margot mulled for a time. Afterward, she looked up Divvy’s 

pricing again, just to make sure. Yep!  $84,672 when adding it all up, and deducting a 20% 

discount — Divvy was offering this price for all 15 users on her staff. Cost-wise, it was a 

wash! On the other hand, with Divvy’s platform, you had no worries about days off, illnesses, 

vacation time, bonus, and more. And she liked it a lot that Divvy was grinding 7/24 and never 

a peep. 

Her two friends at McCann Worldwide verified that Divvy handled all the installation 

details, the product training, while also offering robust client service. 

Wanna guess what Margo did? Right, you are! She called Jon Hill, (that’s me), the 

account executive, and placed the order. 

Two months passed. One of the things she loved, most of all, was that no matter where 

she was—anywhere, anytime—she could tap a code into her mobile phone, and Shazam!—

almost instantly the status of her department’s gig-load was displayed on the screen. If it 

seemed like a bottleneck was about to rear up, she could jump on it… anywhere, anytime.  

Any time she needed to add up the department’s scorecard, bingo! She could filter 

production and performance data six ways from Sunday. She knew the numbers as well as 

she knew her own birthdate. 

Then, the other and more personal benefit. That guy she was seeing, let’s remember 

him? Well, it goes down about like this: They’re in each other’s arms four nights weekly…and 

they’re working on six, possibly seven…and while they can’t “roll around Heaven all 

day”…life is nice again. Nights, of course, are a different matter.  

And, sometimes, on the way to work, Margot would muse that Divvy  really did divvy 

things up.” It had surely and definitely expedited her out of an escalating fix… 

Her department was humming along like a happy honeybee. More, she could check on 

all the key parameters instantly. Calls from upstairs in the C-Suite were fielded and answered 

almost as soon as the inquiry was asked. Quite something! 

Kumbaya! Lovely! 

That’s how Margot Murray figured things, so I’m closing off this letter, Joan Joaner, by asking 

you to give me call at (877) 573-4889 this week. Gladly, I’ll arrange a demo and provide answers to 

your queries. You’ll be convinced, I’m quite sure, Divvy is a very good friend to have in your 

workplace. 

With kind regard, 

JH 

Jon Hillyer / Account Executive 
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LETTER #2—Here, a non-existing dream product that does your everyday 

tasks…7/24/…saving GIZMO  owners money and oodles of time…  

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.allwhitebackground.com/pen-drive.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
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https://askatechteacher.com/tag/ipads/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
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MEMO 
 

To:  The Craigmire Family   

From: The Folks at Gizmo 

Subject: Want an EXTRA BRAIN?   

 

 

Good Morning, Craigmires! 

We’re the GIZMO folks, and we’re here to save you time, money and make your life easier. 

We say this because we’ve already done it for 14,456,318 of our fellow Americans, AND 

we’d like doing it for you, too… 

First, a Question: How Much Do You Care about your Personal Time and Your Money? 

If you really do, then We Can Give You Your Own Private Assistant. One Who Works for 

You Every Hour, Every Day! 

Saving You Time! 

And Gobs of Money! 

You’ll find GIZMO to be a Remarkable Convenience! And it‘s an Assistant who works 

Worldwide for you and your family! And you’ll not believe how inexpensive GIZMO  is… 

Have a look again at the picture up above. GIZMO. As you see, it’s the same size as a standard 

Thumb Drive that’s plugged into a computer to store portable files. Which GIZMO does, too. 

BUT it does a heck of s lot more with its special intellect connected to our Brainiac Center, 

where we keep our Big Brain that’s just like you and your family having a second brain—

indeed, it’s your ever-present assistant, thinker, helper and doer…. 

Where else! 

 

SIMPLY PLUG YOUR GIZMO INTO YOUR COMPUTER, iPAD, or 

SMARTPHONE AND AWAY YOU GO! 

OR DOWNLOAD THE APP 

Once connected, GIZMO does amazing stuff for YOU and YOUR FAMILY. Like any personal 

assistant, you simply tell it what you want done. Let’s say you want to know who’s giving the 

best supermarket deals, when next you go shopping. Just on that task alone, you’ll save time 
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and money. Why? Because GIZMO scans your local merchandisers every day to see what’s 

on special offer and where it’s found. .  

You don’t have to enter your normal shopping list more than two or three times before GIZMO 

memorizes it, then does all the price-checking for you. You can easily change your list quickly 

anytime you wish. That list, by the way, is a vital part of any family’s life. The U.S. Bureau 

of Labor Statistics reports the average American family spends as much as 10 hours weekly 

preparing shopping lists, cutting out newspaper coupons, traveling to and from stores, and the 

like. GIZMO will reduce your hours by 25% to 30%. That’s right! It’s proven! Once GIZMO 

knows what you usually need for your home, it’ll do all those price comparisons while you’re 

sleeping, reading, playing with your kids or visiting with friends. 

If you shop at a store that makes home deliveries, you’ll save even more time along with all 

those saved dollars you can use for other things you’d like having. Believe us, week after 

week, all that lost time and lost savings can really adds up. 

 

YES, MORE BUCKS IN YOUR  BANK ACCOUNT 

When GIZMO searches for the best prices in your town or area, it also applies any promotional 

discounts offered by either the stores or the packaged goods manufacturers, so you always 

know you’re getting the best deals possible. 

The U.S. government tells us this: 

 

The US Department of Agriculture uses national food intake data 
and grocery price information to calculate different costs for a 

healthy diet at home. The latest numbers for a four-member family 
are: a thrifty food plan, $146 a week; a low-cost food plan, $191 
a week; a moderate-cost plan, $239; a liberal plan, $289 a week. 

 

That comes to over $10,000 annually for many American families…and for some it’s as much 

as $15,000 every  year. GIZMO will probably cut that outlay by at least 10%, saving you as 

much as $1,000 or more dollars every year. Couldn’t you use another thousand dollars for 

something else? A family trip? A newer car? Pay down the mortgage faster? Or for something 

else you’ve been eyeing? If we’re wrong, and we haven’t been since GIZMO hit the market 

seven years ago, we’ll double the difference between what GIZMO told you, and what you 

actually paid. Just keep the store’s sales receipt, send it to us, and we’ll cheerfully refund your 

overcharge. Not once, in all these years, have we had to make even a single refund…that’s 

the kind of assistant you can count on…and that’s GIZMO for you! 

 

AND THERE’S MORE…SO MUCH MORE 

Here’s a partial list of all the amazing help and assistance you can count on…every minute of 

every day…7/24/365…GIZMO  is always at your beck-and-call… 
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1. Best Food Deals Locally. 

2. Best Car Deals Locally. 

3. Best Local Gas Buys. 

4. Best Airfares Worldwide 

5. Best Hotel Deals Worldwide 

6. Best Garment Cleaning Deals  

7. Airbnb Rentals Worldwide 

8. Uber 

9. Home Repairs 

10. Entertainment 

11. Clothing Bargains 

12. School Homework 

13. Day Planner 

14. Calendar of  Birthdays and Anniversaries 

15. 42,174 Food Recipes at last count 

16. Your Taxes Done (federal, state, local) 

17. Sets health appointments, checks your heart rate, and monitors blood 

sugar, and other vital signs 

 

And more…lots more…25 added categories for still other goods and services that’ll save you 

even more time and money. And this, too! GIZMO tracks the time you spend on every one of 

its functions. This way you’ll always know hour by hour, day by day, even year by year how 

you’re allocating your time and Gizmo’s…to do what you want GIZMO to do for you. 

Time is money, right? GIZMO will save you so much time you’ll be amazed. Which is why millions 

of people rely on it. Now it’s your turn… 

Are you a traveler?  

GIZMO does its thing, at present, in over 75 countries, and 457 cities and larger towns, 

worldwide. Wonder how we do it? Well, for one thing, we have our 534 comparison shoppers 

stationed in all those places. Plus, and it’s a mighty big plus your GIZMO is automatically 

linked to our BBC (Big Brain Center) here in Indianapolis, in our great state of Indiana.  

Whenever you tell GIZMO  what it is you want done, your message is zoomed into the BBC, and 

the right answers are relayed right back to you,  usually in mere seconds. 

Our Big Brain Center is run by what’s known as Artificial Intelligence, capable of tracking 

over 150,000 different consumer products and services. More, it is linked to every 

supermarket chain and packaged goods manufacturer in the U.S. and thousands and thousands 

of other retail outlets that sell and service the various categories listed above. In all, GIZMO 

is linked to over 689, 000 retailers, worldwide. 

Having a second brain, with GIZMO at your command, is really a very satisfying  experience. 

All that in something you can easily carry in your purse or pocket. 
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All you do, for example, is speak to GIZMO whenever it’s device-connected, saying what 

you want done, such as adding or subtracting items from your normal supermarket list, and 

presto! it’s done instantly. Then, of course, telling you what you need to know, like the exact 

net price (after trade and other discounts) and also being told the exact store location where 

the best prices are found. Is that neat or what?    

Does the same, too, for all the categories we’ve listed above.  

 

YES, YOU’LL SAVE MONEY AND TIME, TWO OF LIFE’S  

MOST IMPORTANT INGREDIENTS…GIZMO REALLY PAYS OFF! 

 

Now for a quick-quick story. Gaye (last name withheld) lives outside Tulsa, Oklahoma. Her 

husband, Bobby, is a senior accountant with Ernst & Young, the international CPA firm. A 

homemaker with four youngsters to mind, she was given a GIZMO by Bobby after hearing 

about all it can do from a colleague. In the first two years of using it, Gaye cut the family bills 

by over $3,000. Bobby, elated, bought her an emerald ring she’d been wanting, telling her: 

“Honey, you and GIZMO earned it…next time it’ll be a matching bracelet…” 

 

LET’S DO SOME QUICK MATH ABOUT TIME-SAVINGS 

Let’s suppose you turned 35 on your last birthday. Let’s also say when you were 21 in age, 

you bought a GIZMO. Now, for one more factor in our calculation—our surveys tell us the 

average GIZMO user saves 45 minutes every day doing various chores.  

Thus, 14 years x 365 days  x 45 minutes daily =  3,383 hours SAVED. 

Isn’t that something! Where else? 

A whole bunch of lost time. Think of all the fun you might’ve had by using that wasted time doing 

things like fun with your family and friends when swimming, golfing, tennis, a hobby or whatever else 

you’d like to do, when on your own private time! Time that GIZMO has saved for you.  

Isn’t that like Money in the Bank? 

 

LOOK WHAT OTHERS SAY … 

“I got my GIZMO from my husband one day. Kinda’ for fun.  Took 

me less than an hour to register my unit and figure everything out. 

Just like the instructions said, I plugged it into my laptop, and 

replied to four or five setup questions and that was that! Bingo! All 

set. To me, it’s a real Godsend, I rarely go anywhere without it…it’s 

my new best friend…” 

SUSAN J. of Omaha, NE 
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“When I first had GIZMO explained to me, I didn’t believe it. Then a 

friend showed me hers and how it worked…unbelievable! All I can 

say is if you don’t have one, you’re missing the boat on a 

remarkable, every day convenience.” 

JODIE S. of New Bedford, N.J. 

 

“A terrific deal and comes with super-duper customer support. I’m  an assistant production 

manager at a defense contractor. We make detonators for submarine-delivered torpedoes. To 

do it, we use high-precision timers to highly exacting standards, using the exact same 

technology as GIZMOS.  Our algorithms are different but that’s all. GIZMO  is a technically 

superior device, one I test day in and day out. Works beautifully.  ” 

Mary Lu P. of Niles, MI 

 

“Me, I’m a bachelor. I do everything around my house. I 

often amaze myself at all the stuff I can do with my GIZMO 

during my office lunch break. A great product. Almost 

everyone I know has one.” 

Jack G. of San Diego, CA 

 

On our website—www.gizmo.com—you can find 7,434 more testimonials by highly 

satisfied, happy users of GIZMO. Too many to read, right? We agree. So just read as many of 

them as you wish. A solid way to find out what our marvelous product does for others and 

will do for You, too. On our website see for yourself how GIZMO notches your life to Easy 

Street! 

Isn’t it time for you to add your name to our growing list of GIZMOites ?  

Please believe us—our endorsers are very, very happy campers. See for yourself, just the way 

they once did, when reading how Consumer Reports and Good Housekeeping and 

Underwriters Laboratories (UL), awarded us their highest marks for reliability and value. 

And that’s just what we want for you…so please check us out with these very reputable 

sources. 

It’s the smart thing to do and we urge you to do it. See for yourself how a remarkable minute-

by-minute assistant can be your prodigious helper for only $12.99 plus a small monthly user 

fee of another $1.99. Is that a find, or what? We say if you can find as good an assistant at a 

better price…we say grab it…but please make sure it does all GIZMO does… 

And with us, you can try before you buy…here’s how?  

 

AND WITH US, YOU CAN TRY BEFORE YOU BUY…HERE’S HOW 
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We’ll download an app for you that works exactly like the real GIZMO, free of charge for 39 

days. Get a full look and feel to see that our promises made to you are right on the button. You’ll get 

plenty of time to see how we save all that time, and those hard-earned bucks, for you your entire 

family. 

It'll do a personal time-check for you and your day. As you use the app, it’ll calculate the time you 

spend doing your various errands on GIZMO. Automatically, it compares that to over one-million 

people who do not use GIZMO, and what it takes them time-wise and money-wise to do their errands. 

Then, it shows you what, in your case, you’ve saved in time and money…by using GIZMO as your 

7/24  second brain…something no surgeon can do for you… 

 

OH, AND THIS TOO … CHECK IT OUT…  

If you’d like to verify the statements we’ve made in this letter, it’s a simple process. Insert 

your GIZMO in any of your computer-like devices, including your smartphone, and when the 

search box appears, enter this code: AAZZ000. In a flash, GIZMO will re-summarize all the 

facts we’ve referred to, while also showing you where they’re listed within the following 

authoritative sources:  

• Time Use Institute 

• Food Marketing Institute 

• Bureau of Labor Statistics 

• USDA 

• Statista 

• Livestrong 

• Today 

• Fox News 

• Live Science 

 

SIGN UP AND YOU’LL BE FULLY PROTECTED BY OUR NO-RISK GUARANTY 

 If you’re willing to give GIZMO a try, then we’re willing to give you a FREE 90-day 

TRIAL. We’ll send you your unit, show you how to easily register it, so it’ll get to work for 

you right off the bat. And for the next 90 days, we’ll waive  the usual monthly fees. You 

simply pay the $12.95 initial cost. After the 90-day trial period, you’ll see a charge of only 

$1.95 on your monthly credit card statement.  

All-in, it’s very little, wouldn’t you agree? For all the time and the money you’ll be pocketing? 

If you find your GIZMO isn’t panning out the way we say, or you hoped, simply return it in 

the enclosed self-addressed, postage-paid envelope and we’ll refund everything you’ve paid 

to date. That’s our guarantee! And the guarantee is good for a full year from the date of your 

purchase.  

You’ll get plenty of time to see how your GIZMO connects lots and lots of dots for the 

Craigmire family. Time and money, most of all, as we say… 

http://timeuseinstitute.org/Grocery%20White%20Paper%202008.pdf
http://timeuseinstitute.org/Grocery%20White%20Paper%202008.pdf
http://www.fmi.org/research-resources/supermarket-facts
https://www.bls.gov/cex/2014/combined/cucomp.pdf
https://www.usda.gov/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/251728/weekly-number-of-us-grocery-shopping-trips-per-household/
http://www.livestrong.com/article/412287-the-average-length-of-major-league-baseball-games/
http://www.today.com/id/41259243/ns/today-money/t/supermarkets-wage-war-your-dollars/#.VPD9KGSbbmA?utm_source=aol-df&utm_medium=guest&utm_campaign=10-tricks-stores-use-to-get-you-to-spend-more-money
https://www.livescience.com/29360-grocery-shopping-hungry.html
https://www.livescience.com/29360-grocery-shopping-hungry.html
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HOW TO GET YOUR GIZMO 

The easiest way to get a GIZMO is this: Go to our website (www.gizmo.com), click on the 

YES tab, and you’ll be asked a few questions. Then, it’s yours—in the mail. Or you can 

quickly download the app. Either way, it’s good to go in just three easy steps.  

Couldn’t be simpler, so why wait any longer? Remember it’s your time and your money we’re 

taking care of, so that you don’t have to. Like any saving, it’s there for you to use when you 

want to, wherever you want to….  

No time like right now is there?  

Start Saving Your Time and Your Money —the easy way. 

Thanks,  

Tommy Tompson 

TT 

President 

Gizmo, Inc. 

 

 

 

 

INTERNAL DATA 

 

Installed Base DATA  UNITS ($) SALES CCCOST($0)COST 

Fully Paid Unit Sales - 86 % @ $12.95  12,432,433 $161,000,007 

$91,378,383 

 
 

Promotion Units-14%@ $7.35 Cost  2,023,885  $14,875,555 

Total Units  14,456,318   
 

Fee Revenues-yearly     
Sold Units@$1.95 monthly   $290,918,932  

Full Annual FEE Rate  $23.40   
Promotion Units @ 1/2 monthly rate   $23,679,455  

One-half Annual Rate  $11.70   

     
ANNUAL  FEE  REVENUES   $314,598,387  

     

     
Number of U.S. Households- year 

2020  129,000,000   
GIZMO Market Penetration  11%   

http://www.gizmo.com/
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NEXT, three months after a purchase of a GIZMO, a follow-up letter arrives in the 

customer’s mail, saying this: 

 

Dear Mrs. Craigmire: 

I’d like to personally thank you for joining the GIZMO family. We like to think of ourselves 

as family, one that helps you to help yourself and your family members. We hope you’ve 

found out by now that our product and its services are all you expected, or perhaps, like many 

of our users, even more. 

Our customer-relations team tells me you’ve logged into GIZMO 85 times out of the first 90 

days you’ve been an owner. We thank you. 

Over the years, we’ve collected over 370,000 reviews from our happy customers.  

Perhaps you’d like to add a review of your own. If so, and we’re allowed to use it in our sales 

materials, we’ll gladly add you to our eminent Circle of Trust…which qualifies you to receive 

gratis five (5) free GIZMO units. Do as you wish with them, of course, but from considerable 

experience we know they make marvelous gifts. Especially, when the giftee gets to know how 

we can help them in so many ways. 

Please call us at this number (999-999-0000) and we can chat a bit about our review 

procedures, that is, if you’re interested in five free GIZMO’s for five of your friends.  

Always at work for you. 

Thanks so much!  

Appreciatively, 

Tommy Tompson 

TT 

President 

Gizmo, Inc. 

 

 

 

    SOME INTERNAL MARKETING FACTORS  USED WHEN 

DECIDING ON DIRECT RESPONSE MARKETING 

 

A spreadsheet shows the following data: 

Installed Base DATA  UNITS ($) SALES CCCOST($0)COST 

Fully Paid Unit Sales - 86 % @ $12.95  12,432,433 $161,000,007 

$91,378,383 
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Promotion Units-14%@ $7.35 Cost  2,023,885  $14,875,555 

Total Units  14,456,318   
 

Fee Revenues-yearly     
Sold Units@$1.95 monthly   $290,918,932  

Full Annual FEE Rate  $23.40   
Promotion Units @ 1/2 monthly rate   $23,679,455  

One-half Annual Rate  $11.70   

     
ANNUAL  FEE  REVENUES   $314,598,387  

     

     
Number of U.S. Households- year 

2020  129,000,000   
GIZMO Market Penetration  11%   

 

1. In year 2020, GIZMO’s installed base of units and household users stands at 

14,456.318. Of this, 12,432,433 are paid up customers who bought their units 

for the full retail price of $12.95 and pay the monthly usage fee of $1.95 or 

$23.40 annually—a figure almost double the unit’s one-time cost. The sales 

revenue for these units amounts to $161,000,014, earned over a seven-year span 

that GIZMO has been available.  

 

2. The second and smaller segment of the installed user-base comes to 2,023,885 

units. These are units given free of any purchase cost by the using customers, 

who obtained their units via the company’s various promotion programs. Due to 

various promotional monthly fee waivers, on average, this segment pays roughly 

half of the monthly fees as compared to the fully paid units, thus contributing 

$14,875,551 annually to revenues. 

 

3. Total monthly fee revenues, alone, aggregate $314,598,392 annually from both 

user segments. GIZMO has copied P&G’s Gillette razor’s famed marketing 

model—making the unit itself available at an enticingly low-cost, and letting the 

monthly fees (just like razor blades) carry the main revenue load. Computer 

manufacturers parrot the same methodology by selling printers at relatively low 

prices, then up-pricing their ink cartridges.   

 

4. Why direct response selling plays such an essential role in GIZMO’s marketing 

endeavors is evidenced by its unusually high response rate of 4.7%. The 

resulting ROI is also preternatural. The so-called “downline” type techniques of 

offering current users free monthly fees in exchange for their “word-of-mouth” 

engendered referrals is also an important revenue source. Both revenue 

sources—direct response and user referrals—reduce reliance on more 

conventional marketing outlays for broadcast and print media. Industry figures 
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suggest that marketing expense for Consumer Service companies amounts to 

15% of revenues. GIZMO’s expense, on the other hand, is in the range of 8.3%, 

a sizeable difference. At net, the company ranks direct response marketing as a 

vital strut in supporting its overall marketing platform.  

 

5. At present, with its installed base of 14-odd millions of users, GIZMO has 

penetrated only 11% of the U.S.’s 129 million households. So, there’s still a long 

way to go, and with DIRECT RESPONSE MARKETING offering an inviting 

path for getting there. 

 

6. Consequently, direct-response budget will be amped up by an additional  $4-

million dollars for operating year 2021. 

 

     
 

 

 

LETTER #3—A 3-page letter to a retailer within the manufacturer’s primary trade distribution 

channel—beauty salons—alerting it to a  new skincare product launch, telling of unique features and 

benefits, not least of which is an appealing profit possibility for relatively small effort. Also promised 

is greater client appreciation via free samples for preferred patrons, who, when trying the product, will 

be amazed at its results. So, in the offing is client gratitude; assurances of better skin by the product 

users; coupled with more profit for, in this case, the Dolly Madison salon.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AMERICAN SKINCARE LABS 

3030 Mountain Way 

Jackson Hole, WY  11223 

 

 

 

Mr. and Mrs. Judd J. Judson 

Dolly Madison Salon 

123 DuPont Circle 
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Washington, DC  23456 
 

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Judson: 

IT’S HERE FOR YOUR PATRONS AND, YES, FOR 

THE JUDSON FAMILY TOO 

You’re gonna love SUPREMA—a miracle in a jar! And may I add that here at American 

SkinCare Labs we are very appreciative of Dolly Madison’s support of our product family 

over the years. Now we have another…it’s quite unique as you will soon find out… 

Plus, we’ll show you how to prover it to yourself for free! 

We want you to know about SUPREMA…it’s new, because it’s been in development for four years 

now. We wanted to be sure of what it will do for you and your patrons and we are. Now that we’re 

ready to market it, we’re jumping with excitement around here! 

Let me quickly tell you about SUPREMA. No longer does anyone need 3 or 4 skin products to 

keep looking fresh, healthy, at their best…SUPREMA does it all.  

…a  single product, not a shelf full of them. 

  ...saving users a bunch of money. 

 …to say nothing of its convenience. 

 ...and wait’ll you see what it does for your bottom-line  

at Dolly Madison. 

 

WHAT’S IN Y(OUR) NEWFOUND MIRACLE? 

Loaded with specially selected ingredients chosen by our expert chemists. Ingredients like 

retinol, Yucatan-grown aloe vera, Taiwanese rice scrub, niacin, Tahitian palm and coconut 

oils, and seven other components as listed on the label. All are independently confirmed as 

exceptional skin nutrients. 

     HOW WE GOT IT TOGETHER?  

At American SkinCare we’re doubly careful of what we put our name on. That’s why 

we took four years to research, formulate and test SUPREMA. We had plenty of help from foremost 

dermatologists such as Peter Schaeffer M.D. of Johns Hopkins Medical School; Vadine Miklas, M.D. 

of Harvard Medical School; William Post, M.D, of University of Michigan Medical School; Tremaine 

Jordon, M.D and Professor  of Washington University Medical School. This cadre of top-notch talent 

was ably assisted by a team of excellent chemists employed by our lab facilities here in Wyoming, in 

Geneva Switzerland and in Tokyo Japan. 

A group we’re mighty proud of. And we wager you will be, too, after trying SUPREMA for 

free, as we’re about to explain. 

First, may we also mention that 550 medical students in three countries participated in a 

voluntary product test. Only students with skin problems were allowed to enter the test. The results 

were quite astounding. For one thing, 154 of the participants said that SUPREMA cleared their facial 

blemishes after six applications. A complete roundup of the overall results can be downloaded from 
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the U.S. government’s National Institutes of Health’s website (www.nih.gov), when clicking on the 

tab saying BREAKTHROUGHS. Highly informative, you’ll find; also, heavy with praise. 

 

CONSUMER REPORTS says… 

This highly respected periodical makes findings on a very broad range of products recently 

carried a report on SUPREMA. Jessa Clintock, who graced the cover of Sports Illustrated’s swimsuit 

issue on three occasions, was quoted as saying:   

“I love it. Really the best skincare product I’ve ever used. 

Makes me glow. Keeps my skin is baby soft and always 

hydrated. I’m in the sun a lot, doing swimsuit and golf apparel 

ads. I need SUPREMA, or I’d be out of a job. It’s addictive. It 

hydrates you for hours. It’s one way of getting the camera to like 

you. All the models I know use it….and that honey-almond fragrance 

is totally divine…you know what? I have fewer wrinkles around my 

eyes. Hurrah! The next hurrah is that I don’t think I’ll ever have 

crepey skin like my mom and grand mom. Ain’t that some cool 

news?” 

 

USING IS BELIEVING 

Here’s an offer we hope you won’t dare refuse. Why would you—after all, it’s free. 

We’re sending you gratis a jar containing a 30-day supply of SUPREMA. Just for you alone. 

We’ll be including 25 extra jars, each with its 15-day supply of our skin-miracle. Meant as 

gifts from you to your patrons. We’re certain both you and they will have the same reaction 

as Jessa Clintock…and let’s not forget those 550 medical students, who also showered 

SUPREMA with lots of kudos… 

 

CAN WE TALK PROFITS? 

You’ll be making more than we do, even though our expenses are greater than yours. 

Here’s what we have in mind. After you’ve had a chance to try the product yourself, and hear 

what your patrons have to say, we hope you’ll order supplies of SUPREMA regularly. We sell 

by the case, each containing a dozen of the 30-day jars. We suggest each jar be sold at retail 

for $39.95. You pay us $19.95 per jar and you keep the $20.00 difference.  

Some quick math says if you sell 100 jars monthly, your profit pencils out to $2,000. 

For the year, that comes to $24,000. Not bad, is it, for a single product? And think of all those 

happy patrons you’ve put on the path to a healthier, eye-catching skin… 

Skin, as you know, is our largest human organ. Taking great care of it with SUPREMA costs 

a mere $1.33 daily. That’s not too much, is it? Not to look great and feel at your best…looking 

great, feeling like you’re headed to heaven. 

 

 
    COUNT ON IT! 

http://www.nih.gov/
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😃  

 Mr. and Mrs. Judson, Please Count On It: Any unsold SUPREMA may be returned 

for a full refund. This promise is our assurance that you will only make profits when stocking and 

selling SUPREMA. Any risk of unsold product is always on us, never on you.  

. 

LET’S GET STARTED TODAY 

Simply fill out the attached stamped and self-addressed card, pop it in the mailbox and 

we’ll do the rest. Simple as that…the quickest way to your ` $24,000 starts with that card… 

And with you…especially you… 

Yours Sincerely, 

LT 

Lila Tracey 

Vice-President- Marketing  

 

P.S. You can also contact us anytime via our website (www.amerskin.com), when 

clicking on the contact us tab.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NEXT 

Six known brands, can they say it better in print media? Maybe so… 

 

1. MERCEDES 

 

http://www.amerskin.com/
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Proposed Copy: “Just Like Mother Nature, Beautifully Engineered…” 

Concept: (A likeness to a thing everyone reveres, and a theme to be constantly drummed 

into the car-buying public. Upscale buyers take to the Mercedes brand, in part, because it’s 

founded on German engineering. So why not compare it to the greatest engineer who ever 

lived, still does, always will…Mother Nature…) 

 

                                                       2.  CLINIQUE 

 

 

 

Proposed Copy: “Where your skin has a beautiful meeting with the rest of 

you…” 

“ Are YOU agreeable to having your Skin LOVE YOU?  

“Be a Cover Girl…for those Who Matter to You…” 

Concept: (It’s all about you and what you want of yourself. Do yourself a favor, try 

CLINIQUE. Hey, it’s you first of all, girl!  Let us be your everyday beauty treatment.  
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(Plus, add some accepted footnote-type data from, say, the American Dermatological 

Society as to what aging does to one’s skin. Or too much exposure to wind or especially sun. 

CLINIQUE reverses all that… ) 

 

2. GURNEY GRASS SEED 

 

 

 

Proposed Copy: 

 

“How Neighborly Envy Happens…” 

or 

“Gonna Do It… Do It Right !” 

or 

“Every Blade Shows Who You Are.” 

Or 

“Why the Grass Is Always Greener On The Other Side Of The Fence.” 

 

Concept: (Neighborhood prestige or, let’s say envy is an unspoken sentiment. Here, the 

manufacturer offers a low cost way of dressing up the most important investment most 

people make, financially…their home.) 

 

 

3. WOMEN’S SHOES 
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Proposed Copy: 

“Maybe For The Night, Too. But Think What THEY Do For You…All 

Day Long…” 

or 

“Like Us To ADD Two Inches Of Eye-Catching Leg? Or Three? Maybe 

Even Four? Or none at all?” 

Concept: (Reversing the sequence of thought. Meaning night before day, to help make it 

stick in one’s memory…and then suggesting what our footwear brand will do for you. 

Offering height options, to size options may well be a product plus. Benefit: enhancing your 

appearance and making you pleased with yourself.) 

 

4.  Cannabis 
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Proposed Copy: 

 “Let’s Boogie…” 

Concept: (Likely, in such a newly legalized product field, there’s no leading brand as yet. 

Yes? So, what if we were to recommend a name change, by retagging Plain Jane (whatever 

that means other than insignificance) to “Boogie”, as one example, which at least has its own 

colloquial meaning…fun…excitement…even romance. Things nearly everyone likes. 

Possibilities may exist for cause-related marketing campaigns now that the products are legal 

in so many states.) 

No, I’m not a user. But what a challenge, trying for that golden ring of becoming the 

Marlboro-like brand in a category where no leader seemingly exists. Plus, here’s a product 

category in search of wider acceptance. How else but by good marketing? And perhaps by 

following the long-ago practices of the major cigarette brands,  such as Lucky Strike, 

Chesterfield, and Marlboro.  

 

 

5. PERFUME  

 

 

 

Proposed Copy: 

“Fragrantly You” 
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or  

“Be Bewitching” 

or 

“Get Whiffed With CHANEL!” 

or  

“A Whiff Like No Other” 

or 

 “Get The Best, So you Can Be Your Best.” 

or 

“Three Dabs…To Be Desired.” 

 

Concept: What woman doesn’t want to appear at her best, or feel wonderful about herself? 

How she comes across to others?  Here, a front-line brand wants more users. Okay, but 

how’re potential female clients enticed to the perfume sales counter in a high-end store with 

all its temptations—and, when there and besieged by a sea of alternatives, to still choose 

Chanel No 5.  

What’s Happening?  Let’s say she’s at Nieman, wanting practically everything in sight and 

doing her shopping, while still half-way in dreamland, she spots a Pucci blouse that’d look 

smashing with those Dolce & Gabba jeans that were a must ! 

Finally, she weaves her way to the perfume counter. Her eyes travel, back and forth, up and 

down, as though reviewing her daughter Missy’s credit card charges. 

Most of what else she sees, perfume-wise, is available to her at lower cost than Chanel…so 

she’s got to be sold in velvet-soft terms that she’s better off buying the best.  

Namely, that Chanel is all about her…being at her best… 

Can we get her to believe that dabbing Chanel, wherever she dabs,  makes her bewitching? 

If so, then the obvious step-one is to insert that notion in her noggin. New users may be 

price resistant at $150.00 per. How do they decide it’s worth the extra bucks to be 

bewitching? Well, one way is to make her feel she can now be something she couldn’t be, 

or wasn’t, before making this up-market buy. Whatever the copy-slogan is, it’s got to fire 

her ego, and the slogans themselves need to be tested… 

 

NOTE 

The above examples are presented as brain-stirrers only. Newer ways of possibly triggering 

newer sales. 
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NEXT 

A CLASSIFIED AD 

 

Concept: Tongue-in-cheek: 

 

FOR SALE BY OWNER. Encyclopedia Britannica, full set of 

45 volumes. Excellent condition. $200.00 or best offer. No longer 

needed. Am recently married to a woman who knows so much I’ve 

gone brain dead.  
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NEXT 
 

A CASE STUDY…IN TEXAS, THE FAMED  

SANGRE DE CRISTO RANCH COPES WITH LOW-PRICED CHINESE 

COMPETION 
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Sangre de Cristo Ranch 

Should They or Shouldn’t They? 

 
 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Contending with the prospect of perennial losses on a sideline saddlery business, and the 

potential of tarnishing a valued brand image, owners of the vaunted Sangre de Cristo cattle ranch 

decide to study their options, independently. The outlook seemed to be a sink-or-swim proposition. 

The so-called swim option obviously meant engaging head-on with cheaper imports, chiefly 

from China, and this prospect met with disdain and resistance from the MacInnis brothers, co-

owners of the ranch. After a lot of back-and-forth and several discussions with their bankers, added 

to a study of what seemed as the obvious pros-and-cons, a decision was reached to plunge ahead. 
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Following pages reveal the factors that formed the heart of the study, and the subsequent 

choice to join the fray at the lesser quality, lower cost level of competition. For Sangre de Cristo, 

it was vital, even a point of pride, that they defend their hard-won market sought and cared for over 

the past 60 years. 

Still, business is business and the prospect of ongoing losses was not an outcome that met 

with favor. Yet, closing the ranch’s Saddlery Division met with equal disdain by the MacInnis 

family. Nonetheless, adding what was obviously a lesser-quality line of products to Sangre’s 

product portfolio posed some risk of tainting the ranch’s brand image.  

After weeks of discussions, look-sees, number-crunching and the advice of experts, the 

family agreed to fund a change in the division’s business model…and this is why… 

 

BACKGROUND 

Jimmy and Jared MacInnis, identical twins, aged 49, had inherited the Sangre de Cristo cattle 

ranch that lay astride the New Mexico-Texas border. A ranch composed of 162,000 acres, 

supporting an Angus beef cattle herd that numbered  upwards of 8,000 head in most years, had 

been founded by the twin’s great-grandfather, Innis M. MacInnis, who’d emigrated from Scotland 

in the mid-1800’s, had fought at The Alamo, served as a Texas Ranger, later married Consuelo 

Rafullio, daughter of a Mexican rancher who had bequeathed her his holding of 4,000 acres near 

Laredo.  That acreage was the initial building block of the present Sangre de Cristo ranch—its 

sprawling land block built from a combination of family land interests.  

Known for its award-winning cattle and premium meat products, its bull-breeding programs, 

its nutritious cattle-growing grass seeds (MacInnis / A&M #2), the ranch faced increasing 

competition from China to its line of saddlery products. Imports were sold at cheaper prices due to 

lower offshore labor costs and, even more impactful, the use of resin-based, artificial materials as 

a substitute for Sangre de Cristo’s more expensive genuine, fine-grained, hand-tooled leather 

products.   

The ranch’s saddlery line is well known regionally and celebrated for its quality of 

workmanship, durability, and styling. Products include saddles and bridles, briefcases, leather 

photo frames, belts, jackets, skirts and vests, handbags and wallets, luggage and totes, hand-tooled 

boots and a wide range of leather accessories, and including custom-made orders on all leather-

based products, notably saddles which could top $5,000 depending on the detail, notably the 

amount of silver ornamentation.   

Over the past four years, the saddlery operations had seen a steady down-slope in its sales, 

causing an ongoing operating loss to the division. It was believed overall saddlery sales had likely 

been dented by low-priced goods from China as the major cause of fewer orders from the ranch’s 

traditional retailers, with the result that Sangre de Cristo’s inventories of more expensive products 

had backed up at the retail level. Retailers also reported that, on average, the Chinese imports 

currently accounted for 34% of their overall sales, a figure that had ratcheted upwards in recent 

years.   
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The “takeaway” by Sangre de Cristo’s manager-owners was this: until three years ago, the 

saddlery line had always thrown off a handsome profit. Even though the MacInnis’s had always 

viewed it as a sideline business, it nonetheless was a natural outlet for using cow and goat hides, 

and a simple way of promoting the ranch’s brand name that traditionally stood for high quality and 

fair pricing. Their meat products enjoyed an enviable reputation for excellence, always topping 

other southwestern brands in sales and consumer acceptance. Seed sales boomed due to the 

resultant grasses that were not only disease and drought resistant, but bolstered livestock weight 

gains faster than other feeding alternatives. Seed operations for Sangre de Cristo made an important 

contribution to the ranch’s bottom line, accounting for as much as one-third of its after-tax profits. 

The idea of freighting a losing division, even if dwarfed by overall ranch revenues of $87-

million annually, did not sit well with the family… 

The basic question facing the brothers was this: continue what seemed a losing proposition 

or to act as resellers by putting their name on a line of Chinese-made, lower-priced, lower- quality 

products? And, if done, how might that affect the public’s perception of Sangre’s overall brand? 

The ranch had always strived for a high-end, premium image. 

Jared MacInnis’s daughter, Jessica, is about to wrap up her pursuit of an MBA degree at 

University of Texas (Austin). She volunteered to do the spadework on a project aimed at evaluating 

options so that a “go or no go” decision could be reached as to the Saddlery Division’s future 

operations. If approved, she would work under the supervision of the ranch’s financial manager 

and one of her business school professors, who taught marketing. 

Three weeks after Jessica graduated, this case study was launched with an authorized budget 

of $170,000. 

THE ACTION MAP 

A Gantt chart was devised to identify the study’s main components and to assign timelines 

to each (see appendix A). The various tasks, as charted, seemed both doable and affordable. 

 

 

 

POSSIBLE OUTCOME, FIRST-YEAR FINANCIALS 

Appendix B shows the possibility of attractive results, if, but this is a real-time if, 

management chooses to enter the low-cost end of the market. Cash flows are also included in 

Appendix C. 

APPRAISING MARKET CONDITIONS 

Sangre de Cristo Ranch is in an admittedly enviable position. Its principal divisions—

livestock growing, bull breeding and seed production—are well-implanted businesses throwing off 

healthy profit streams. Overall operations can go on quite successfully without its saddlery 

division. Yet the ranch management knows if it throws in the towel too early its many loyal clients 

will be disappointed. Following are steps taken to see what’s what at the consumer level. Because 
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it was so easy to do, step one turned out to be this: Sangre de Cristo’s owners and the Kleberg 

family, owners of the fabled King Ranch, enjoyed a long-standing friendship, as was common 

among many Texas ranching families. King Ranch had its own saddlery operations, had been in 

the business longer, was better known…and Jessica, relying on the family friendships, decided to 

visit Kingsville, and find out whatever she could about their experience with the lower-cost, 

imported products.  

That meeting divulged the following: (a) King Ranch Saddle Shop did not sell its merchandise 

line through a network of retailers, but used its three ranch-owned outlets. Thus, the distribution 

systems of the two saddlery operations were not strictly comparable. (b) King Ranch Saddle Shop sold 

its proprietary lines via three wholly-owned stores, fortified by catalogue sales. So far, they had seen 

little in the way of competitive incursions from Chinese manufacturers of similar merchandise. 

Two surveys were undertaken, one aimed at retailers, the other for clients who had bought 

Sangre de Cristo merchandise in the past. The problem with addressing this second group was an 

inadequate number of clients-of-record, since sales were  made through the retailer chain. In exchange 

for obtaining this data of client names, Sangre agreed to share both types of survey results with all its 

retailers. 

 Next, three focus groups were organized by Sangre’s ad agency. The goal of this endeavor was 

to determine general reactions to Sangre’s consumer product lines, including its meats products sold 

through most every supermarket chain in the Southwest United States and selected chains elsewhere. 

Those products, very popular with consumers, were derived from grass-fed cattle that were given no 

growth steroids or other pharmaceutical, other than routine anti-parasitical shots 

Further, the ad agency recommended that Sangre consider using a promotion house to find out 

if certain marketing tools might be employed to support overall sales of the ranch’s consumer-type 

products. 

(1) Yet another suggestion by the ad agency was to consider 

catalogue sales, a practice engaged in by King Ranch and 

many other quality manufacturers of luxury 

merchandise…including such luminaries as Tiffany, 

Cartier, Bergdorf and  many others serving affluent 

consumers. In short, Sangre should exploit its laudable 

reputation by selling direct to consumers who were 

otherwise inaccessible by its retailers.  

(2) More, Sangre’s ad agency counted Orvis as another of its 

clients. Orvis had built a national network of over 300 

dealers. In many of its product lines, it did not compete 

directly with Sangre’s Saddlery Division. Perhaps, a 

synergy of interests was possible, especially if Sangre was 

willing to produce products bearing the Orvis name. 

 

BUSINESS OBJECTIVES 

Maintaining and growing overall revenues and profits of the ranch’s various operations. 

Buttressing the flagging position of the Saddlery Division, if sensible.  
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BENEFITS, LIMITATIONS, and OPTIONS 

For both prospective financial and public relations reasons, Sangre is reluctant to abandon 

the Saddlery Division’s operations, though is unwilling to sustain ongoing losses for the sake of its 

image alone.  

The marketing evaluations seemed promising, even though the Saddlery Division to stay 

alive must make significant changes to its business model. Change almost always involves risk at 

some level. That risk or risks do not seem as readily measurable, thus any decision to go forward 

seems to be one of “in for a penny, in for a pound.” Or, said differently, go all out to keep serving 

the top-end segment of the market, while also testing in real-time the value of competing in the 

lower-end segment.  

Options, as they were labeled in a memo to the MacInnis brothers and the managers 

heading up Sangre’s four operating divisions, were the following:  

 

(1) Close the division: always a possibility but not before other alternatives 

are explored. This, even though it is recognized that lower-cost products 

that offered reasonable utility for the price could continue to cannibalize 

sales of the higher margin top-end products.  

(2) Recommendation by the promotion agency that Sangre’s Saddlery 

Division test the use of in-pack coupons, as a dollar-discount incentive for 

consumers to buy its products. This recommendation met with approval by 

management.  

 

(3) Yes, to the notion of contacting Orvis to find out if they might be interested 

in selling Sangre’s non-competing products at their retail points, along 

with Sangre’s custom-order lines. 

(4) Also, a yes to the funding for testing spot radio and t-v ads in selected 

markets. 

(5) The recommendations of the promotion house that Sangre’s Saddlery 

Division test the use of in-pack coupons, as a dollar-discount incentive for 

consumers to buy its products. This recommendation met with approval by 

management.  

(6) Whether the Saddlery Division should resort to catalogue selling was 

tabled for the time being, given that it would offer direct competition to 

retailers, especially in the higher-end markets. The Division intends to 

support its retailers, not compete with them. 

 

 THE MARKETING MIX  
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How to tune things to hit that marketing “sweet spot” whereby new cost outlays would yield 

fresh revenue streams economically—was the nagging question. As that marketing guru, David 

Ogilvy, once urged, “Test, test, test.” This, of course, to find out which of the marketing choices—

individually or blended—and in what amounts offered the best returns per dollar of outlay.  

At this time, these questions were all unknowns but the methodology of testing was well 

known and Sangre’s management decided that the future of the Saddlery Division deserved all the 

support the ranch could give it. It was time, they collectively thought, to reimagine the division’s 

future. 

 

  NEW INVESTMENTS 

If the retailers were willing to handle the imported lower-cost lines, then floor displays, 

including end-caps, would be needed. The total of design and production cost was estimated at 

$288,000, all in. If a deal is made with Orvis to access its retail network, this figure could easily 

jump by a factor of four or five times. 

 

DECISION TAKEN 

Proceed…but carefully measure results each month. 

 

APPENDICES 

Appendix A, Gantt chart 

Appendix B, Year-one P&L Projection 

Appendix C, Year-one Cash Flows 

(not included, but available) 

 

 

 

 

NEXT 

A PRESS RELEASE 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
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Sangre Scores Again 

LEVELLAND, TX. —Jan. 7, 2022—Sangre de Cristo Ranch, one of America’s biggest 

privately owned cattle-growing operations, is the fifth-time winner of the coveted Stohlman 

Award.  

The award is given for excellence in leathercraft design and workmanship. Sangre, as it 

is known in the livestock industry, has won the award more times than any other entity in the 

industry. Jessica MacInnis, spokesperson, for the ranch, accepted the award at a dinner hosted 

by U.S. Hide, Skin and Leather Association held last month in Dallas. She noted, “Of course, 

we’re elated at what this recognition conveys to our artisans and crafts people.” Looking at 

the embossed silver award-plate, she added, “Our workers, for whom this award is really 

meant, are mostly Mexicans, including our top designer, Maria Montez, and I’d like to take 

this opportunity to congratulate them and of course, Maria for her signal accomplishments.” 

This past week, Hermés, the well-known Parisian fashion leader, selected Maria Montez 

as the winner of its 2021 women’s handbag design contest.  

Her win culminated in a contract between Hermés and Sangre for the purchase of  

several thousand of the ranch’s calf hides for the manufacture of the French company’s 

popular line of shoes and handbags, some costing as much as several thousand dollars apiece 

at retail.  

A recent industry study detailed how the worldwide leather industry has suffered a sales 

slump in past years, until innovations occurred that rejuvenated sales. Mostly, the slump 

occurred due to cheaper imports from Asia, and their products that employ less expensive 

artificial components, such as chemical-based resins and microfiber synthetics.   

Yet an industry revenue increase seems at hand, largely due to breakthroughs made by 

Sangre’s tannery operations located near Las Cruces, New Mexico. The Sangre tannery’s lab 

came up with a patented, industry-changing discovery four years ago, when finding ways to 

produce supple, durable hides in over a hundred different hues, which saved product 

manufacturers ( Sangre’s customers) a costly step together with considerable money.  

Accordingly, demand, especially by the shoe and handbag manufacturers, has climbed 

smartly over the past two years and seems headed for a new spurt of growth.    

Sangre, through its Saddlery Division, also makes its own line of leather-based 

consumer products. Leather is one of the most widely used materials in the everyday uses of 

most people and households. Shoes, boots, belts, purses, wallets, rugs, cars and aircraft, 

furniture are just a few of the products using leather as a prime material in their manufacturing 

processes.  

In response to an inquiry by this newspaper, an industry association spokesperson, 

Malcolm Myers, stated, “Leather has always been important to humans, and once again it’ll 

be both queen and king in many useful products. We’re thrilled…and we owe a debt of 

gratitude to our friends at Sangre for the industry’s resurgence…I drive an old Jaguar and a 

couple of months ago I had the leather interior re-done in British racing green, A knockout, 
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really. My wife calls it a Sangre-licious job. She does new words all the time…you oughta 

hear what she calls me…” 

For added information contact: Jessica@sangre.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NEXT 

A CLIENT QUESTIONNAIRE  

 

 

WORD STORE 
is 

ASKING YOU FOR SOME INFO... 

 

ASSIGNMENT #  

DATE REPLY RECEIVED BY US: 

DATE FOR COMPLETION OF PROJECT: 

NAME OF COMPANY 

YOUR NAME (our contact):  

YOUR TITLE: 

YOUR PHONE: 

YOUR E-MAIL: 

mailto:Jessica@sangre.com
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 NOTATION 

 

The answers to these questions will enlighten us about the nature and intricacies of your product 

or service…so that we can do our best when writing up what you’re asking us for. Helping 

us…helps you…so we can competently assist your mission.  

Being a Word document, it allows you as much space, as you need, when responding to the various 

questions. Please give us a call at 1-828-859-0309, if needing clarification on this questionnaire. 

Or our services.  

When the questionnaire is completed, please do the following:  

1. Email the completed questionnaire as an attachment to  thrillwords4@gmail.com 

2. In the email’s Subject Line, enter the assignment #, which may be found above.  

 

 

 

 

(In no order of importance) 

 

1. Brand name of product / service? 

2. What’s the product / service supposed to do? The main problem(s) it solves? How 

so, please? In 10-20 words describe the essence of your product/service.  

3. Does it come with manuals or user guides? 

4. Who’s the target market (demographics, sociographics, other?).Who is the ideal 

customer? 

5. Any other product service features or benefits? 

6. List of benefits for users (ranked in order of usefulness, please)?  

7. Do you feel these benefits are easily understood by your clients? 

8. How does the product / service stack up competitively? Are industry rankings 

available? If so, are they usable in writings?  

9. Must the product be used only under specific conditions? 

10. Is it ergonomic (if applicable) ? 

11. Is it simple to maintain? Or must it go to a service center to be repaired? 

12. Any safety issues? 

13. Price competitive? Everywhere? 

14. Is the product / service currently exported? 

15. Is the product / service routinely tested for its quality? Any problems we should 

know about?  

16. Do you encourage client feedback? How? 

17. Do you ever offer a free sample or a trial? Or a guarantee? A warranty? 

18. Do you personally use the product? Your family members, too? 

19. List up to 5 reasons why your product / service is bought.  

mailto:thrillwords4@gmail.com
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20. If not satisfied, will you refund the client?  Details? 

21. Any intentions of modifying the product? 

22. Where is the product available? (A local retailer, by mail only, other?)  

23. What is the #1 problem you face in gaining more sales?  

24. Do you currently rely on Content Marketing? How much? (a) Lots? (b) Sometimes? 

(c) Once in a while? 

25. What about testimonials? Are these available to us? 

26. What do you want your prospect to think and do? (Is it simple, memorable, and 

tailored to the target audience?) 

27. What do you consider as your biggest challenge to increasing revenues? 

28. What’re your product / service positioning steps? Have you similar info for your 

competition? 

29. Do you have a quality control and assurance system to manage product / service 

quality? 

30. Financially speaking, have you data that shows the product / service will  pay for 

itself? If so, how long, on average does it take? 

31. Can you share copies of your marketing materials that can clue us as to its unique 

characteristics?  

32. If you use our sales letter more than once, will you pay royalties? What are they? 

How measured? 

33. Anything else we should know that’d be of help? 

34. Is it fair to say you want the future of your brand to mean the same as it does 

currently?  

35. Have you Proofs that back up your product / service claims? 

36. Any peer-level validations? 

37. May we have copies of ads, brochures, press kits, market research or any other 

relevant materials that promote or tell about your product/service? 

38. Have you a “control letter” you can share with us? 

39. Any other material that we should have asked for but didn’t? 

40. What are other ways for us to get educated about your product / service? 

 

     PLEASE SEND YOUR REPLY to thrillwords5@gmail.com 

 

 
 

 

Contacting Us 

David R. Cudlip 

Phone: 828-859-0309 

E-mail; thrillwords5@gmail 

Web: word-store.com 
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NEXT 

A WHITE PAPER 

 

“AI”…Is Shorthand For Artificial Intelligence...Are 

You Wondering What The Heck Is That? Will You 

Be Another Joe Jablonski? 

 

Introduction 

It’s here. If you don’t know already, it’ll be impacting you in ways you cannot easily 

imagine. Thus, it’s helpful to know something about AI…otherwise, it’s a cinch you’ll be 

sidetracked or even left behind.  

Let’s take a look, see what we can see… 

Commercial and military aircraft could not operate the way they do without the hidden 

and mighty hand of Artificial Intelligence. When you hop on an airplane, you know there’s a 

pilot and co-pilot that’ll be safely taking you to your destination. What you might not be aware 

of is that those pilots, except in an emergency, mainly look after the take-off and landing 

operations, but most of the actual flying is done courtesy of the auto-pilot, taking over once 

the plane reaches its designated altitude…and heads off to wherever you and your seatmates 

are headed. Here’s what AI makes possible every year (*): 

• Helps to safely fly a billion passengers. 

• Helps to move 44,300,000 000 pounds of freight. 

• Helps airline contribute $446.8 billion dollars to the nation’s yearly GNP. 

             (*) figures compiled by the FAA (Federal Aviation Administration). 

But without that non-human auto-pilot factor, as designed by humans, none of the above 

could or would occur. A Boeing 777, as one example, is an enormously complicated machine 

that we take for granted. It’s like a massive Frisbee, each with—get this!—3,000,000 parts 

made by over 900 suppliers. Try putting that together some Saturday afternoon. It’s extremely 

intricate and, exacting, requiring the very best in worker training and endless tests by sharp-

eyed inspectors. 

What helps those 777s do their jobs?  

Right! AI, to the fore! 
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Let’s begin with Avionics, the electronic systems used on aircraft, artificial satellites, 

and spacecraft. Avionic systems include communications, navigation, the display and 

management of multiple systems, and the hundreds of systems that are fitted to aircraft to 

perform individual functions. 

AI runs those complex avionics, just to name one of the many systems in every 777 

aircraft. Those avionic masterpieces get some of their cues from many FAA stations scattered 

across the U.S., tracking, as they do, thousands of aircraft during their various journeys. Also, 

the avionics get various navigation signals from GPS satellites, way high up, guiding any 

single aircraft and thousands of others, at the same time, to wherever they’re destined. 

Otherwise., no soap—it cannot be done without the AI factor. Think, too, of the phenomenal 

safety record of commercial aviation. AI plays a giant-sized role in that record. It’s not just 

avionics, either. Those big flying machines are filled with a plethora of systems and sub-

systems, like hydraulic, engine, airfoil controls. All those, and many more, are needed to fly 

that “big baby”, point-to-point… 

…and you with it…and likely a bellyful of freight in that huge compartment just below 

where you’re seated. 

So, there you have it; an everyday example of how AI plays a key role in how we get 

moved around the good ol’ USA, hourly.  

Sin qua non—without AI mixed into the recipe.  

Let’s sum up. AI works like a human fueled on endless brain steroids. We’re all quite 

aware that 98% of us make our compartmentalized memories automatically. Our five senses 

make this possible. We’re also quite aware that those memories serve as learning experiences, 

and most of us store them away for future use. You like steak, for instance, so you look 

forward to dining on it; can even sense your taste buds salivating at the remembrance. 

Alternatively, let’s say you like Meryl Streep, so you go to see her latest film. Your memory, 

in both cases, results in certain of your choices, decisions and actions.  

That’s just what AI does. It acts on a certain instruction (an algorithm) and sorts masses 

of data (largely human-type events), as it detects trends and patterns of info buried deep in the 

data-sets, and from there the AI model forms its conclusions and ideas that can be beneficially 

acted upon.  

For the good of all of us, AI does this. Yes, short-term there’ll probably be disruptions 

and unfortunate outcomes for many of us. Let us hope those outcomes will be short-lived.  

AI is already a big factor in our lives, and getting bigger, and one day (maybe not so far 

off) it may dominate how we live. For the better, or not, we wonder? We don’t know, not 

really. Until you find out if AI is a major, helpful resource in your life or a menacing threat, 

you may not know how to weigh it as a good thing or bad. Why? Well, for one thing, AI 

driven operations may one day be the substitute for  you, for the way you make your living, 

support your family, and live your own way of life.  

Take Amazon. So that your order is promptly fulfilled, the mega-company relies heavily 

on AI—stem to stern. First, you go online, then you find what you’re looking for, enter an 
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order, apply a promotional discount if there is one, pay for it via a credit card. If you’re a 

Prime Member, in most instances you’ll receive your item the next day. Literally, hundreds 

of iterations have taken place for all this to happen…starting with you and your smartphone, 

which,  is anchored to AI…  

If you’re a smartphone user—one of the 275.66 million in the U.S.—you couldn’t make 

a single connected call, or use all those super convenient apps, without the magic of AI that 

handles 2.4 billion calls daily…part of your everyday life, right?   

Few are the instances of what we generally think of as progress, where no casualties 

occur in the processes. Want a personal example? Hang around and let’s see what happened 

to Joe Jablonski at the Ford Motor plant in Missouri, where its F-150 trucks are assembled. 

 

Josef “Joe” Jablonski is a foreman on Ford Motor’s production-line for its rightly famed, 

top-selling F-150 truck model. The assembly plant is in Claycomo, Missouri near Kansas 

City. One day, one of the plant’s supervisors called Joe in, advising him to close down the 

line at three p.m. sharp on the upcoming Friday. That there’d be a meeting of his 284 co-

workers in the Benson Ford Auditorium, with all expected to attend.  

Shutting down the line was unusual, an oddity, prompting Joe to ask, “What’s it all 

about? The men will want to know.” 

His supervisor, usually gregarious, went quiet. Then offered, “New stuff, Joe. It’s a 

prelim on some changes that’ll be introduced in 2021 or likely 2022. Pretty big stuff…as 

you’ll see…” 

The tremor in the supervisor’s voice got Joe to wondering. Not for long, though. On 

that cloud-threatening Friday afternoon, with its lowering sky, the curtain was raised as 262 

workers sat quietly in the auditorium. Joe knew many of them. Nice comfortable seats. Nice 

warm coffee and tea. Nice break in the workday. None were yawning, as a nice looking lady, 

wearing gray slacks and a prim-looking white blouse, held a laser-pointer, its red beam flitting 

from one disturbing screen to the next…talking about a new-fangled future as a slickly paced 

film showed a production-line with 50 different stations, all populated by a squad of robots 

linked to an IBM computer and a three-level bank of servers. Tiny red, green and orange lights 

were blinking like July fireflies. The black powder-coated robots, with all those stiff-jointed 

metal arms twisting and turning, funny-looking hands and fingers that looked like miniature 

stilts, were selecting familiar items from an 8-foot wide conveyor-belt that carried a random 

mix of parts—fenders, door panels, axles, wheels, upholstered seats, the hundreds of 

everything needed to get a truck built and off the line.  

By reading the various barcodes, the robots knew exactly which parts, and in which 

sequence, to piece them together for making a brand new Ford F-150 truck.  

One six-armed robot picked up an entire chassis, easily lifting it off the conveyor and 

placing it neatly on the floor: something that would ordinarily require four men to do.  
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All this, said the film’s narrator, was managed by software and computer-assisted 

algorithms.  

Normally, it took nearly two days to assemble each F-150 vehicle. A superimposed 

stopwatch visible on the upper-right corner of the film-screen was counting off the speed the 

robots were operating at to make each F-150. Start-to-finish: 32 minutes, 11 seconds. All 

done, except for the exterior painting. 

32.11 per assembled truck multiplied by 50 production stations. Good at math, Joe ran 

the numbers in his head. Did it twice, just to be sure. Fantastic! At this rate, the robots and 

those computers telling them what to do, could make almost 26,000 trucks in a single eight-

hour work-shift.  

Incredible! How was it possible? Still, he knew his brain was not deceiving him, nor 

were his eyes either. Besides, Ford wouldn’t be showing them a faked-up film.  

Joe, though fascinated, also was feeling the sting of fear cutting away at him; little 

gouges as if his shaving razor was peeling him to raw shreds.  

More stirring, more grumbling was heard, even some hisses. The larger-than-life film 

was portraying the future. Not a single human was visible in the production processes taking 

place at those 50 death-knell stations positioned along the length of that conveyor-belt.   

What! 

Joe felt his resentment building. A huff-like feeling was on its way as his neck turned 

red. Who was behind all this? If this was what Ford had in mind, then the future looks bleak, 

even nasty. Everything was here but the casket. He had given Ford 14 years of his his life. 

How was all this happening? And his wife, Marty, and their three kids…what about them? 

He’d given a lot of years to Ford, and now he was just so much human baggage to be 

discarded. 

There’d be questions from his fellow workers; a hundred of them, though not all at once. 

Not till everyone had time to parse this distressing scenery. Indeed, he had several of his own 

to loft at someone or other.   

Sure, all of today’s onlookers had seen computers and robots and drones and 

smartphones and a hundred other hi-tech gadgets. But what he, nor they, hadn’t figured on 

was how this AI-thing could wipe out their jobs. What could they do about it? Strike? Call for 

a massive walkout? Ask for a meeting with top management? Sue them? But for what? Call 

for government help? What? Obviously, Ford had gone to a lot of trouble to build what seemed 

like a pilot plant, then to do up this film and call this meeting.  

GM and Chrysler-Fiat wouldn’t be far behind, if at all. Well over a million autoworkers 

might be laid off. Forever. 

Confused now and deeply concerned… 

At home that evening Joe said nothing about the day’s events. He was a man given to 

deliberations before making his moves—at least for anything this strife-filling.  
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On the next day, he called Father Frank McNamara, a Jesuit priest who had taught Joe 

at St. Louis University. The Jevvies were known, far and wide, for their rigorous approach to 

education. Father McNamara had, years before, taught Joe calculus and also the overview 

course on computer sciences during Joe’s freshman and only year at the university. After that 

one year, he had bowed out for lack of money, and an unwillingness to take out a student loan. 

He’d been raised in a conservative Catholic Polish family. Debt to them, even student debt, 

was anathema. Not even worth discussing. 

Getting up before dawn the following Saturday, Joe made the three-and-a-half hour 

drive to St. Louis, where he met with the priest, his one-time professor and mentor during his 

short-lived college days. Over breakfast at Al’s Sunrise Diner, Joe unfolded his worries about 

what he’d recently witnessed at the Benson Ford auditorium—a bone-shaker for the attendees, 

causing much talk and worry in this past week among Joe’s eighty-odd team members, whom 

he oversaw, and who’d been relentlessly lobbing  questions at him. 

The two men sat for a time, having coffee along with a bountiful breakfast. Then it was 

baseball time, talking half-feverishly of the St. Louis Cardinals, both men being avid fans. 

Frank McNamara was by now a revered family friend. Joe’s wife, Marty, was devoted to him, 

so were the three Jablonski kids. Joe himself came to St., Louis three or four times yearly to 

visit with the padre. Once or twice each year, when the priest had time off, he’d journey to 

the Jablonski’s at the other side of Missouri, staying for a week or so. The entire bunch, kids 

and all, would go fishing or camping and maybe do some hiking in the Ozarks.  

Liked or loved by the many who knew him, Frank McNamara was an Irishman right 

down to his ankles. With his electric blue eyes, often dancing with mirth, a ready smile, and 

his naturally friendly ways, he was always a welcomed man, wherever the day and his life 

took him. More, he was the the most caring, thorough and competent teacher Joe had ever 

known.  

As now, after hearing Joe’s recanting of the AI and robotry demo the previous week. 

“It’s the newest of the new age, Joe, it’s the Age of Technology,  and slowly and then 

quickly it’ll be the basis of much of our lives. Candidly, it makes much sense. Of course, like 

any sudden evolution-revolution, it’ll cause upheavals. Think back to when the so-called 

Industrial Age changed so much of the world’s habits and ways of doing things. Before that, 

we had the Agricultural Age, and way before that the Bronze Age. And the Iron Age, the 

Stone Age and so on. Progress, over the centuries, as we call it, and why we name the various 

stages so we can conveniently pinpoint the various eras of human history. AI, or Artificial 

Intelligence, is just another one of them—a stage. Frank McNamara, being a full-blooded 

Jesuit, could not resist observing: “Sic transit gloria mundi."  

 “My Latin is pretty rusty, Frank.” 

“Thus passes the glory of the world." 

“Age by age, eh?” 

“That’s what history tells us. Back to the other, you get what I’ve been jabbering about, 

yes?” 
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“Sort of, I guess.” Dourly said. 

“Ah, Joe…don’t be so glum, amigo. You well might be in the catbird’s seat…” 

“How do you figure that?” Joe asked, his eyebrows arching, as he ingested a full gulp 

of a new round of coffee.  

Settling back on his side of the booth, McNamara replied, “You were always good at 

math, as I recall. You know how to build complicated machines. Trucks. All you do, Joe, is 

do it a different way. Use this new monkey wrench that science is giving you.” 

“Taking away, you mean. I got a family to feed…” 

“So, you have and I think you’ll find its going to be much easier to do it, Joe. You’ll 

have to do some upskilling. Learn some new stuff, marry it to what you already know, and 

sooner than you think you’ll be a new quantity. With a lot more horsepower, I’m not a betting 

man…they frown on that in my profession…”—smiling—“still, I’d wager in a year or two, 

Ford or someone’ll be doubling your take-home bucks…” 

Jablonski leaned forward, his elbow nudging the coffee cup’s saucer. “How does that 

game work?” 

“It’s not that hard, if you’re willing to do the work, and maybe some night-schooling. 

You can do the night-part remotely, if that’s easier for you. M.I.T., Purdue, Carnegie Mellon 

all have top-notch courses. You can sign in with Zoom and it’s almost like being in the 

classroom. I’d guess Ford will pay for any expense, too. A good way, perhaps, of showing 

them what you’re up to. That you want to get on board.” 

“Be talking to Marty about this, I guess,” Joe observed. “Kids are getting older and they 

do night things now. Sometimes one of us has to do the carpooling…I suppose we can work 

that out. She’ll want to know all about this business. You know Marty…a woman of 

monumental curiosity.” 

“She is indeed, yes…be a great help to you also. But first off, this is about you, Joe. 

Getting things on track. Let’s go there.” 

For an hour and two more cups of strong Java, they talked with Frank McNamara doing 

most of it. Trying to give highlights and the gist of what AI was all about, what it could and 

couldn’t do…but that it was here to stay. A certainty. You’ve three or four things to 

contemplate. First, a high-capacity computer is a key item, next is software that can interpret 

algorithms, which are, to simplify, something like a cooking recipe to bake a wedding cake—

a set of instructions that tells how to take certain ingredients and fuss with them in precise 

ways to make a certain kind of cake. “Just an example, my friend.” In time, the algorithm will 

absorb massive clusters of data by thousands and thousands of bakers, so that over time, it 

knows everything about the cake bakers, or as much as they wish to share, even sensing when 

a baking mistake is about to be made, so it can be corrected in advance…you let the algorithm 

do its thing…and then you get a perfect cake. Over time, with all that data sifted, analyzed, 

and re-analyzed, the computer, because of that algorithm and the computer’s memory, and the 

computer will self-teach itself on how to make enough recipes, using the same or different 
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ingredients to last cooks for 1,000 years. It does this because the more data it consumes, the 

more it learns and smarter it becomes until finally it doesn’t  need cooks or recipes on how to 

come up with new ideas or ways of cooking and creating different meals, always using the 

same basic or even entirely new ingredients. It knows how to invent recipes, suggest those 

new ingredients, how to cook and bake it all…everything, more than is known or taught at the 

world’s most famous cooking schools or finest restaurants.   

“All of this,” Frank went on, “by using that ever-knowing thing called an algorithm. 

Just a single example of how algorithms team up with computers to make things happen that 

could never happen otherwise. A human can always come up with a bright idea or a special 

need for a given algorithm, but no algorithm has any point to it unless it processes jillions of 

data; that means a computer, like no human being, can negotiate a welter of stuff and make 

sense of it, then use it all in many, many ways. It lives. Human-created, it’s as alive, in its 

way, as you and me. Different, too, in that in nano-seconds—it can handle things with better 

accuracy and reliability than can our human brains—not a thousand of them, not even a 

million of them. The only errors made by the computer and its algorithms are always traceable 

to a human screw-up somewhere, including a power outage, if one occurs, that stops the 

artificial intelligence from working, just as quickly as it knocks off all the lights in the 

room...So, that’s the rough of it. Catch on?” Frank asked, smiling again. 

Nodding briefly at the priest, Joe replied: “Roughly, I suppose I do. Except, I don’t 

know how to invent or design algorithms.” 

“You can learn, I know you can…now just go to it…you’ll see what I say is true, Joe, 

and that’s a full-out, flat-out McNamara promise, straight from Killarney.” Words spilling 

through another engaging smile on Frank’s face. “Just a little more, Joe, then we’ll adios. Let 

me tell you what’s happening at Big Blue, up in New York, with their Watson super-computer. 

Amazing, I’d say.” 

And on the lesson went, with Frank, though distilling what he knew about Watson, 

tapped into several highpoints. Watson, named for IBM’s founder, was arguably the greatest 

student that ever breathed. Little or nothing it couldn’t learn, then reflect that intake into useful 

maps that converted problems and obstacles into win-wins. 

Sleeping that night at Frank’s faculty house, Joe awoke pre-dawn, about three-thirty, 

wrote a note of thanks, and took off for his own home. Just as he was about to key the ignition, 

he noted a small brown paper bag on the car’s floor, front passenger-side. Opening it, he found 

a dog-eared copy of  Artificial Intelligence for Dummies. 

Perfect, he thought, laughing at himself. 

He arrived back in Claycomo a few minutes past eight. The lights were out. Sunday was 

the main sleep-in day at the Jablonski’s home.  Knowing the kids would still be conked. Up 

the stairs, he went, slipping into bed with Marty. Shortly, they were at it—lovemaking,  

After, he then recounted his visit in St. Louis, with Marty pelting him with a raft of 

questions he couldn’t always answer. Mostly having to do with his future at Ford Motor, and 
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at one point Marty offered to go back to work. ”Out of the question,” he responded, grateful 

yet pained by the notion. She had their kids to mind, when they weren’t in school.  

Later that day, and for the next eleven nights after returning from work, he could be 

found in rendezvous with his upstairs computer, learning what he could about IBM’s Watson. 

It was on night three that he became intrigued. What that Watson computer did was nothing 

short of boggling. He had peered, taken notes, thought and thought more, remembering that 

summary of Frank McNamara’s—especially the word amazing! 

Right on! Those oracles at IBM had opened a gold mine the size of Alaska, or bigger. 

Watson was omniscient. The more Joe dug, the more astounded he became tuned to the great 

strides and advantages of AI. Example: Watson had already digested the 75,000 page Internal 

Revenue Code. Bigtime CPA firms fed complicated tax issues into Watson, and Watson, with 

its vast ocean of data, figured out the answers, always faster and usually much better than the 

experts could. Almost every day, Watson gets better at giving this complex advice to its many 

questioners, leaving one to wonder if tax advisors are a redundancy. Example: A Milwaukee 

neuro-surgeon was faced with an operating decision on an 11 year-old girl with a growing 

brain tumor. He had qualms due the hard-to-reach location of the tumor. Still, he knew if the 

tumor isn’t excised, she’ll die. What to do? He queries Watson, sending it the entirety of the 

young patient’s medical records. Ten minutes later, the evidence-based answer comes back. 

Yes, he should operate, and Watson suggested four ways of doing it. Two involved using 

innovative computer-directed robots that had proved, in other similar instances, to be 

effective. Watson, not quite done, recommended three sources for accessing the computer-

driven surgery-performing robots. Increasingly, healthcare providers were turning to Watson 

for its hyper-powerful analytics and diagnostic proficiency. Indeed, Watson was fast 

becoming the gold standard for out-sourced medical support. Example (this, a direct lift 

from Watson’s website): Watson’s “lite plan” offers a Machine Learning service. Installed, 

it’ll make 5,000 predictions per month, using any customer’s data stream of any kind: Sales. 

P&L, Production activities, and any other operations that’re quantifiable. If there’s enough 

available data for any use and purpose, Watson can most likely can tell its customer-company 

what’s likely to happen. It does what it does in nano-time—what would take computer-less 

humans years or even decades to do, likely with many errors that may go unnoticed. It was 

like having your own Nostradamus for a relatively small fee.  

Watson offered many other applications with its AI services. One, Joe noted, said this: 

IBM was in discussions with major law firms about the speed with which firms have 

been attempting to adopt AI tools to satisfy increasingly restless clients, who are demanding 

that their outside counsel develop legal solutions that are cheaper and faster and provide better 

results. 

And law firms, historically slow as tech adopters, are lagging behind their clients on 

that score, said IBM spokesperson, Kuhn, who is an attorney himself. 

“Law firms, regardless of artificial intelligence but just in general, should be afraid of 

certain of their workflows being disintermediated by their clients,” said Kuhn, adding, “If 

https://biglawbusiness.com/artificial-intelligence-creeps-into-big-law-endangers-some-jobs
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their clients can, their clients will.” Ominous and telling words, leaving Joe to think: It wasn’t 

only blue-collar workers, who were impacted. 

Forty-eight percent of corporate legal spend is in-house, Kuhn said during his keynote 

address—and that percentage has been growing by one to two percent in each of the last 

several years. 

“Not to put too fine a point on it, but you need to change your game,” Kuhn told his 

audience, largely made up of law firm attorneys and corporate executives. “Otherwise, you 

have a lot to fear.” 

At times, Joe got excited, though sometimes was troubled about the many unknowns of 

the Technological Age, and AI’s role in it. He could better understand why Ford had staged 

that “look see” film that alarming Friday in the Benson Ford Auditorium. They obviously 

were preparing their employees for this barreling tech-express that would do so many things 

faster, and probably better than the F-150 assembly workers… 

Staring him in the face, Joe saw the writing on the wall, in the sky, and everywhere else 

his imagination led him, He was 35 in age, so had many working years ahead. His gut feeling 

told him: Yes, he’d damn well better upskill himself. 

He set up a meeting with HR where he made a request for reimbursement for his AI 

tuition were he admitted to an appropriate institution. Yes, was the answer but first Ford’s HR 

wanted him to take an aptitude test, which he did, scoring in the 97th percentile.  

He was on his way… 

He choose M.I.T., was admitted, and Ford Motor, pleased, sent the entire Jablonski 

family to Cambridge for the four-month course, with Joe’s salary and all other expenses paid. 

This rosy interlude had its thorns. He missed his pals at the F-150 assembly plant. He 

had to retool his study habits to compete with these fresh-faced cohorts in the classrooms, 

where, for a time, he felt like a misfit. They talked a different jargon than he did. Marty, who 

left a raft of friends in Missouri, was often by herself most days. The kids, uprooted too, didn’t 

like their schools and likewise missed their chums.  

In one course, Joe was told to read SAS’s The Machine Learning Primer, authored by 

Kimberly Nevala. This was a step upward for AI: how computers, relying on their algorithms, 

can teach themselves to know more, continuing to do things better and still better. They absorb 

what’s wanted in the days ahead at an incredible speed, needing only the algorithm and the 

data-feed. Ingesting all this, in time the self-teaching process goes on, on, on. Soon enough, 

the machine (computer) will suggest amendments to the algorithm, and, if accepted, the 

machine, now self-taught, gets better and better at predicting outcomes. An example that 

caught his attention was—  

A study at the University of Ontario in which telemetry from devices 

attached to premature babies in neonatal intensive care was analyzed 

in real time. The systems predicted, with a high degree of accuracy, 

when a premature infant was developing an infection.  
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Even though clinical symptoms did not present themselves until 48 

hours later. The researchers and clinicians still do not know HOW the 

machine identified the onset of infection. But in this case, the important 

point was that it COULD. Ultimately, the team had to be comfortable 

working and acting on correlation, without fully understanding the 

causal relationship… 

Of course, there’s more to this story just as there is for every story ever told. The short 

of this one is that Joe passed M.I.T.’s AI course with flying colors. When back home in 

Claycomo, and at work, Joe was asked by the IT Department to become one of them. He 

agreed. Three years later, at age 34, he was appointed as Director of AI in that department.  

At triple his former salary. 

Veni, vidi, vici. He’d adjusted, learning what to him was the new and the unknown.  did 

something about the threat to his way of life as advised by Frank McNamara. Joe Jablonski 

never looked back. Still, he knew AI would cause sizeable disruptions for many, and for 

others, genuine pain. And yet he was convinced the long-term payoffs to society likely will 

be amazingly bountiful. 

An example of a schematic layout for an algorithm might look like this: 
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Keeping Up to Date: here is an AI blog that’ll lead you to a series of sites where you 

can keep abreast of many AI developments. Simply place your cursor on URL below and do 

a CTL+ CLICK: 

https://thingscyber.com/best-artificial-intelligence-blogs/ 

 

 

NEXT 

A SEVEN PAGE FEATURED ARTICLE APPEARING IN LOCAL PAPER (Tryon 

Daily Bulletin) 

 

https://thingscyber.com/best-artificial-intelligence-blogs/
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I authored a multi-page article that dealt with Tryon Arts & Craft’s (TAC) acquisition 

of a 160-acre parcel of land choicely located on the Green River, in Polk County, North 

Carolina. Estimates made by Appalachian State University’s archaeologists say the land was 

once the site of a 9,000 year-old Cherokee settlement, remnants of which are still detectable.  

The site, known as Alexander’s Ford, is bisected by the Overmountain Victory Trail, 

which falls under the purview of the National Park Service. That Trail courses its way through 

four states, are 330 miles in length, and dotted with scores of officially recognized historical 

sites, all of which played a role, of one kind or another, during the Revolutionary War (1775-

83). The Trail is hallowed as the passageway for the citizen’s militia that began its march in 

Virginia, came south through Tennessee, then onward to North Carolina till finally crossing 

into South Carolina, where, at Cowpens and Kings Mountain, this rag-tag army of stalwarts 

routed the British—a victory  eventually leading to the British surrender in 1781 at Yorktown. 

No less a patriot than Thomas Jefferson proclaimed the side-by-side Cowpens and 

Kings Mountain battles  as the “turning point of the war.”  

(Note: My article runs to seven pages published on March 4, 2010 by the TRYON 

DAILY BULLETIN, a tabloid-size newspaper serving a sizeable hunk of Polk County, NC and 

elsewhere. Because of its length, the article is not included in this portfolio. Available upon 

request).   
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A MOVEABLE VERDICT 
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STORY SYNOPSIS 

After Romaine Brook wowed audiences with her Oscar-nominated role in Tonight or 

Never, Parthenon Films yanked the photo of what appears to be her mud-spattered face. 

It's not mud. It's two-hundred bucks worth of Beluga caviar adding some unneeded decor 

to those knockout emerald eyes. Her lover, apparently, performs this cosmetic touch-up 

whenever they cavort in bed. That's what The Hollywood Reporter says, claiming an 

unimpeachable source who is privy to the actress's private life.  

     If this juicy tidbit sounds like a new twist on filmdom's hi-jinks, well, likely it is...what's 

not so jinksey is that she's facing a murder-one rap for knocking off her caviar-fixated golden 

boy— Marc Sterne, the son of a powerful Hollywood studio mogul. How ironic it is that the 

elder Sterne heads up the studio that produced Miss Brook's box-office bonanza. 

     Murders are always a good bet to make headlines, especially a celebrity-studded ruckus 

like this one where the news coverage has zoomed to the colossal leve. So much publicity 

has been heaped on the trial, the judge has been forced to sequester the jury at the downtown 

Biltmore.  

     His name is Clifford Rhodes, and, as judge and a few other things, he's about to find he's 

stumbled into a life-changing trap. In former lawyering days, Rhodes was known as the 

"Dance-Master" for his legendary skills in persuading juries to see his side of courtroom 

arguments that freed legions of clients from time in the slammer. Known also as something 

of legal scholar, he was for many years the go-to defense attorney in California, a state 

known for having lawyers by the six-pack.   

     Also, caught up in this fray is Rhodes's long-ago paramour, Audrey Sterne, who, 

ironically, is the step-mother of the victim. La femme Sterne, a looker herself, is a key witness 

for the prosecution. But everyone involved...everyone, that is, but her...are quite unaware 

she’s been concealing a pivotal fact; a fact that would unquestionably impact the trial's 

progress, and even its outcome.  

     Still, can we blame her for conceding such an explosive revelation?  

    Were she to unload all she knows, she'd  doom herself...likely be forced to surrender her 

vaunted social standing, kiss good-bye to her marriage to an industrial titan, and surrender 

a way of life she's struggled to make and then remake. Given what's at stake, who wouldn't 

shut up? She's good people and good-hearted. But, to protect herself and her future, is she 

taking justice a step further than it cares to go?  

     Back to our actress—Romaine Brook. Will her fate rise or fall solely on the testimony of 

dubious witnesses? And will a botched police investigation be her undoing? Or will using 

her stellar acting talent persuade the jury that she's as innocent as she claims?  But is she? 

Plenty of women have done away with their lovers, often for the best of reasons—to them 

anyway. 
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    Besides, as events move, one wonders if Romaine Brook is being framed? It would be easy 

to say yes, because the "fix is in", and from on high, at that: from the governor’s office, no 

less. And Cliff Rhodes knows if he doesn't turn a blind eye to this influence-peddling, he’ll 

be paying dearly...likely, losing his shot at filling an opening on California’s Supreme Court. 

      The famed journalist, H. L. Mencken, once aptly observed: "Injustice is relatively easy to 

bear; what stings is justice."  

      Herein, you may agree his sagacity doth apply. 

 A moment now for Rhodes’s problems… 

If recusing himself from the trial, he’ll be facing a barrage of thorny questions. When 

informing his fellow judges and seeking their agreement to replace him as presiding judge, 

his reasons for stepping down must be compelling. For one, were he to admit the young 

woman standing trial in his court is his daughter, that bombshell is bound to be leaked, with 

a flood of issues swamping him. The media, for one, will demand to know the identity of the 

mother. How could he keep it secret? Would he attribute Brook’s birth to a one-night stand? 

Which it was not...no way was it. Yet if he reveals his earlier and long-running romance with 

Audrey Sterne, that she is Romaine Brook’s mother, a woman, by the way, for whom he still 

has feelings, he knows she will pay in hard coin; her husband, the Hollywood mogul, will 

then learn it was his wife’s daughter who wantonly killed his only son.  

More, over a million dollars has already been spent on the present proceedings; thus, will 

a recusal mean that a new trial will spiral the costs, a fact the press will also seize upon? 

Rhodes already has his own issues with the media, who, with their everlasting memories, are 

still irked at him for once successfully defending a man accused of killing one of their own…a 

happening in his earlier lawyering days before he became a judge in California’s Criminal 

Courts.  

In the present trial, if Pandora’s long buried box is opened, and the truth is spewed, the 

press likely would dice him up for fish bait. And if judicial decorum is upended by fiery 

publicity, would his shot at the California Supreme Court be derailed?  

Much, therefore, to weigh and balance.  

Adding it all up, he decides to continue presiding over the trial. His rationale? He’s never 

known the daughter till now, never formed a love-bond, and thinks he can continue 

dispassionately. Eventually, when the jaws of reality snap shut, he will realize his error, as he 

then plunges into the roiling waters of a deeper dilemma.      

If you’re ready for a gut-churning ride, you’ll want to get this book.  

Finally, This… 

I broke into paid writing when doing a lot of candidate reports for a leading executive 

search firm—selling people skills to other people. Then, I veered into creating fiction. My 
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stuff can be found in Amazon Books under my name. Many of the reviews are “keepers”, 

and I will say this, if I may, about novel writing… 

“Fiction is entirely about creating story that publishers are willing to put their names 

on, and pay bucks for…” 

So there you have what I have. Shall we talk some? If we do, and I do hope we shall, 

you may wish to glance at our C.V’s. 
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